
Bynder implements Zip in 45 days 
and rapidly transforms 

procurement process

Procurement at Bynder

Bynder is in growth mode. The company has offices in six countries, its team is expanding, and its partner program 
is continuously growing. For procurement, this means speed is critical, but not at the expense of risk or burdening 
internal customers. Procurement at Bynder is responsible for global sourcing and indirect procurement, vendor 
management, spend control, and annual spend forecasting, with a directive of enterprise productivity improvement, 
all navigated by lone-wolf procurement manager, Nonet Muhring.

Before Zip, “We successfully leveraged JIRA and Netsuite for our procurement operations and more, however there 
were multiple entry points for purchases for new or existing vendors,” said Nonet. Our process had five different 
starting or entry points, 18 possible steps with eight stakeholder groups, and six steps to run in parallel.

“I was spending 75% of my time manually controlling requests through the approval chain and procurement flow 
instead of on high-leverage objectives that would help move the needle for our business. It was standing in the way 
of efficiency,” said Nonet.

We configured our entire process

Bynder went live with Zip 45 days after signing up, running all purchase requests for new vendors through the 
platform. “The team was positively surprised by how quickly and easily we implemented Zip. I’m not an engineer, 
but with the assistance of Zip’s onboarding manager and team, we basically set up the entire process ourselves.”

Implementation time is a combination of five factors: ease of configuration, complexity of process, internal 
resources, integration requirements, and stakeholder alignment. Bynder has a normal procurement process for a 
mid-market organization, which is to say it’s a complex flow of stage gates, stakeholder engagement, and 
documentation sharing, as well as system integrations. Zip’s no-code configuration and declarative design 
empowered Bynder to rapidly customize their process with no development effort.



Cycle time dropped by 30% within 45 days

Bynder leveraged Zip’s bird’s-eye view of purchase requests to get a holistic, real-time view of request status, SLAs 
per approval step, and who it’s with.

Zip has nearly eliminated Bynder’s tedious, time-consuming process of email/Slack search-and-response efforts. 
“The in-platform communication with requesters and approvers centralizes collaboration so I’m not bouncing 
around from tool to tool,” said Nonet. “It’s been life-changing, seriously. I’m no longer living in a spreadsheet, 
tracking and updating.”

The Bynder team is now spending more time reviewing trends, refining and streamlining the approval process, and 
helping approval teams meet their SLAs.

“Our overall cycle time has dropped at least 30%. With the 
flexible conditionality in Zip, we’re routing requests much 
more effectively.”

NONET MUHRING   |   Procurement Manager

“This has been a huge boost to how the procurement process is viewed internally—it’s shifting toward viewing us 
as partners. We’re also more aligned with the speed at which our business needs to move,” said Nonet.

Requester adoption was just a Slack message away

Zip knows it all starts with the requester, procurement’s customers, which is why Zip was designed to be so 
intuitive that no training is needed to make a request. “Zip’s UI for requester intake is beautifully simple. A requester 
fills out an adaptive form that only asks the necessary questions and then gets access to a dashboard to track their 
requests. With a Slack announcement, a spotlight in our all-hands meeting, and a simple knowledge article, we 
launched Zip to the organization.”

No after-the-fact purchase requisitions

Compliance and risk management is growing in tandem with the proliferation of SaaS. For mid-market to enterprise 
customers, there can be five or more lateral approvals for risk and compliance. “We cannot sacrifice risk mitigation 
for the need of business speed,” said John Mazotis, Chief Information Officer, Bynder.

“We were looking for a platform that would scale with our IT demands. For every software purchase, even if it’s 
$100, there could be a DPA, VSA, SOC II, ISO27001, etc. that we need to collect for vendor onboarding. We’re a 
relatively small organization, but we work globally, which results in greater compliance requirements. Zip 
demonstrated that their approval engine and vendor onboarding would scale with the speed of regulatory changes 
and emerging risks.”

Zip empowers organizations to eliminate after-the-fact PRs and achieve 100% policy enforcement.



“Our approval and compliance enforcement has been 
consolidated, making auditing 10x faster. We’ve replaced 
manual entry into adjacent systems and Zip automatically 
creates POs in our ERP, avoiding double work and reducing the 
number of people that need to learn how to use it. Zip is a huge 
efficiency and compliance upgrade for us.”

JOHN MAZOTIS   |   Chief Information Officer

Best of all, we love it

Bynder has implemented their procurement aspirations with Zip and the team is loving it. “Procurement has been 
recognized by our leaders as moving the needle for the business. I’m getting Slack messages from colleagues saying, 
“thank you for Zip!,” and this is just the beginning. With a purpose-built solution, Bynder is looking forward to 
quickly iterating and implementing even more best practices as requirements change and trends emerge. “We now 
have a platform that allows us to step back, assess, think strategically, and refine. I’m excited,” said Nonet.

See it live

Get started today

See for yourself how Bynder uses Zip to achieve these results. 
Request a demo today.

https://ziphq.com/request-demo

